
As the poster children for phototropism, sunflowers are known for turning their heads to watch the sun
cross the sky. In fact, the French word for sunflowers is "tournesol," which means "turns with the sun."
Sunflowers have a variety of meanings across different cultures. For example, in China, people associate
sunflowers with long life and good fortune. To Native American groups, the sunflower represents harvest
and bounty because they provide so many seeds and are often used for natural remedies. 

Sunflowers love the sun (so much they even look like one!) and need a lot of it to grow and attract
pollinators, like bees. Sunflowers do best when they have six to eight hours of sunlight and lots of space to
stretch out. They are very tolerant of heat and lack of water, so they're a very easy flower to grow!

There are over 70 species of sunflowers, each with a unique face and ability to grow to different heights.
While most can grow up to 16 feet tall, the biggest recorded sunflower grew to be 30 feet and required
the local fire department to measure its height!

Each sunflower's head is made up of smaller flowers. The petals we see around the outside are called ray
florets and are used to protect the disc florets in the center. The disc florets can contain up to 2,000
seeds that can be self-pollinated or carried away by wind, insects, or birds. 

We love sunflowers on the farm. It's so fun to watch them throughout the day and see their bright, bold
faces in our farm-fresh bouquets! 

Sunflowers have been a treasured bloom for centuries because their big, sunny faces are

generally associated with positivity, cheer, and friendship. 

HERE COMES
THE SUN
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THANK YOU FOR SUPPORTING OUR FLOWER FARM!



Phototropism happens in plants at different rates. Some plants
react to the sun quickly, and we notice them move throughout
the day. Some plants move so little that we do not notice them
moving. Some plants move very slowly, and we may only notice
they have moved after many days or weeks. 
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We see a lot of plants that use phototropism to help them thrive. Climbing plants like ivy, morning
glory, and clematis sense the sun and grow up and across other plants for support. This adaptation
allows them to rise up above low growing plants and get all the sunlight they need. 

PLANTS ON THE MOVE

If you ask us, flowers are pretty interesting. To help you and your tribe learn more about

flowers, we've teamed up with a science teacher to drop some fun plant knowledge and

give you creative ways to connect with nature. 

Volume 3: Phototropism

Did you know that plants move to get the sunlight they need? 
Plants moving towards sunlight is a process called phototropism. 

So, what does phototropism really mean? The root word “photo” means light,
and “tropism” means to turn. The name literally tells you the definition!

Phototropism happens because plants have the ability to
detect how much sunlight is coming down on their leaves. They
can tell what direction the light is coming from and even if
there is another plant shading it and taking some of that light. 

The next time you think your plants are stationary - think again! You just may not have noticed
their tiny movements.

INTERACTIVE 
FLOWER PROJECT 



 Find a plant - a seedling, a potted plant - whatever works!
 Set up your camera or device facing the plant - make
sure you can see it in the viewfinder or on the screen.
 Set your camera or device to “time lapse”. This will set
the camera to take a picture every few seconds and then
join it together as a little movie.
 Start your camera and leave it there for a long time.
We’re talking a few hours. The longer you leave it, the
better you will be able to see your plant move. You can’t
pick it up and move it while you are doing this - so be
prepared to be unplugged for a while. :) 
 You may need to plug in your device, depending on its
battery level when you start this. Know your device!
 When you finish , watch the mini movie of your plant
moving and growing!
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Seeing phototropism happen can be hard to do because for some plants, the movement is

very slow. One way that we can sneak a peek at this process is by using a camera on a

phone or tablet, and a live plant. A house plant or a seedling you started will be perfect! 

A plant. Any plant that is alive.

A phone/tablet/camera with the

ability to take time lapse photos.

Time on your hands that you can

be without your phone.

Maybe a charger for that device

HOW IT WORKS

NO PAPARAZZI!

SUPPLIES

If your plant didn’t seem to move very much (hi there,
cacti), try a different plant! You’ll be able see the
difference in how plants respond to the light! Did you
make a cool video of plants on the move? 

If you don't have a phone with time
lapse capability, you can still try to
capture phototropism by taking a
photo of your plant every hour
throughout the day! Be sure your
photo is taken from the same spot
and at the same angle each time.
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What did you learn today? How did you use your flowers? 
Show us on social media!



SUNFLOWERS

#FRESHFLOWERSRULE


